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Meet the King and Queen
What could be better than supporting your vitality with durian, a fruit known as Southeast Asia’s undisputed King of 

Fruits? Simple: supporting it with both the King and Queen of Fruits, durian and mangosteen. That’s why Durian Fusion® 
is so powerful. It’s the perfect union of the King and Queen of Fruits.*

Durian Fusion® is a premium fruit-based supplement that harnesses the power of the majestic durian and mangosteen 
fruits, along with a blend of tropical superfruits to support vitality and enhance your life.*

YIn AnD YAng

Traditional Asian culture tells us that there is a natural balance in all things. It is the concept of yin and yang. Yin and 
yang are thought to be complementary opposites that constantly interact to make up a greater whole, and vitality is 
defined as the dynamic balance between the two.

Emerging from the same Thai forests and often grown by farmers on the same plot, the durian and mangosteen were 
meant by nature to be together. In Asian cultures, the mangosteen represents cool and calm while the durian fruit 
represents heat and vitality—yin and yang. natural balance. The mangosteen and durian fruits embody opposite but 
complementary qualities.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.





FAnTASTIc FRuIT FuSIOn

With whole-fruit purees and concentrates, Durian Fusion® delivers the power of the durian and mangosteen, harmoniously fused 
with four other magnificent fruits. Each tropical fruit in this incredible blend complements your diet and supports your vitality.*

• Durian—Traditionally known for its phytonutrients. The durian, renowned as the spiked treasure of Southeast Asia, has been 
revered for its unique properties for centuries.

• Mangosteen—A rich fruit that is known for phytonutrients called xanthones. The mangosteen fruit has been used for years in 
traditional medicine in Southeast Asia.

• Tropical Fruit Blend—A blend that includes guava, mango, lychee, and papaya. Each of these fruits has a unique  
phytonutrient profile.

Durian Fusion® releases the fruits in an effective form—a liquid formula including whole-fruit purees. While the individual 
components in foods may be important, whole-fruit purees contain unique compounds, which provide a spectrum of benefits. 
Durian Fusion® delivers these incredible whole-fruit purees and concentrates for more goodness in every bottle. 

MORE FRuIT, MORE BEnEFITS

The synergy of the fruits in the new Durian Fusion® results in even sweeter support.

• Features durian and mangosteen, the King and Queen of Fruits
• Delivers a powerful payload of whole-fruit purees and concentrates
• Contains a blend of tropical fruits (including guava, mango, lychee, and papaya)
• Premium, fruit-based formula
• Free of artificial colors and sweeteners
• Enhances vitality*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.



With durian and mangosteen
DuriAn Fusion®



EnJOY A ROYAl RuSh

The King and Queen of Fruits invite you to experience the incredible rush that is Durian Fusion®.

Discover for yourself the balance of the durian and mangosteen fruits, and the vitality that neways 
Durian Fusion® can provide.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.


